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SANNA Chairman’s Message
Spring is on our doorstep and we as Naturists can’t wait for the warm and sunny
South African summer weather. In the cold winter months, we don’t practice our
Naturism as much as we would like to, but Spring always announces the coming of
the Summer.
During winter there is not much going on regarding events, but there are many
events planned for the warmer summer months, for all to enjoy. Some of our bodies
became pale and we all look forward to a nice suntan and time spent in a pool.
Good summer advice is always use UV protection, against the harsh South African
sun. The body absorbs all the vitamin D from the sun which our bodies need.
SANNA started the year with the bad news that Western Cape Naturist Association
(WCNA) no longer wanted to be part of SANNA. We had numerous discussions with
their Manco and their members have now provisionally decided to re-join SANNA,
but they will have a formal vote at their next AGM.
GNA and KZNNA are doing very well, and they both had a nice growth in
membership. This is a positive trend, and we hope it will continue and that we can
grow our Naturist community to ensure that we have a voice in matters that concern
naturism. SANNA has started to gather legal advice regarding how to get the act
amended to have Naturist beaches approved and made legal. There is still a lot of
work that needs to be done and SANNA will have to budget for the expensive legal
fees if we need to go to the Constitutional Court. We are confident that we will
succeed, if we have with the right legal representation.
We as SANNA have expectations of establishing more provincial naturist
associations (PNAs) in North West, Mpumalanga and Limpopo. There is in excess of
250 people visiting SunEden from these 3 provinces I can safely say we have
enough numbers, but we just need people to step up and take initiative to serve on a
Manco for each of the specific provinces. Please contact me if you are interested in
serving on a committee in those provinces (North West, Limpopo, Mpumalanga).
In conclusion I would like to thank all the hard-working Management Committee
members of all the Provincial Naturist Associations for their dedication to a cause
that is very important to all of us.
We need to continue to market our naturist way of life and to promote Naturism as
much as possible to ensure the growth of the South African Naturist community.
Christo Bothma
SANNA Chairman
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Naturist Contact Details
Naturist Associations
(NOT ALL OF THESE ARE MEMBERS OF SANNA)

Organisation / Province

Chairperson
/ Contact
Person

E-mail

Contact Number

Eastern Cape

Chris

Ce31231@gmail.com

082 864 2427

Free State

Wayne

chairman@kznna.org.za

078 348 9197

Gauteng Naturist Association (GNA)

Emelia

chairman@gna.org.za

083 543 2816

KwaZulu Natal Naturist Association
(KZNNA)

Wayne

chairman@kznna.org.za

078 348 9197

Limpopo

Emelia

chairman@gna.org.za

083 543 2816

Mpumalanga

Emelia

chairman@gna.org.za

083 543 2816

Northern Cape

Christo

chairman@sanna.org.za

073 178 0779

North West Naturist Association
(NWNA)

Emelia

chairman@gna.org.za

083 543 2816

South African National Naturist
Association (SANNA)

Christo

chairman@sanna.org.za

073 178 0779

Western Cape Naturist Association
(WCNA)

Christo

chairman@sanna.org.za

073 178 0779
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Naturist Resorts

Establishment

Contact
Person

Email Address

Contact Number

Harmony Nature Farm

Pieter

pietermyburgh32@yahoo.com

074 185 7630

Kiepersolkloof Naturist
Resort

Magda

info@kiepersolkloof.com

082 875 5991

SunEden Naturist Resort

Monique or
Kathy

reception@suneden.com

071 658 0165

Naturist Friendly Establishments

Establishment

Contact
Person

E-mail Address

Contact Number

Bare Necessities, Swellendam

Neels

notneels@gmail.com

082 567 1816

Belle Isle B&B,Trafalgar

Neville

neville@nctec.co.za

039 313 0067

Bird of Paradise,
Vanderbijlpark

Deon/Dave

dd.cascades@gmail.com

083 331 7779

Butt Nothing, Port Elizabeth

Gaynor

info@buttnothing.co.za

083 485 6093

Impenjati Backpackers, Palm
Beach

Gordon

mpenjatibackpackers@gmail.com

061 406 9860

Kingfisher Lakeside Retreat

Melissa

kingfisherlakeside@gmail.com

074 170 4242

Lyttel Cold Circle, 73A Gold
Circle, Centurion Pretoria

Harry

hpsepela@gmail.com

082 651 5868

Palm Beach Chalets, Palm
Beach

John/Mandy

Sun Kissed Villas, Houtbay

Charl

gnatural@iafrica.com

Grootendorst Holiday Home

Henk/Lila

grootendorst3@gmail.com

039 313 7533
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SunEden Prepares for Spring
Winter will soon be a thing of the past and SunEden has
used the 4 Winter months to build new buildings and to do
maintenance. The gravel road to SunEden has been
resurfaced and it is now much better. There is now new
thatch on the Kraaines Convenience Shop and Reception
Offices. The SunEden farm is looking fantastic after all the
rain which we had in Summer. The Dinokeng Tourism Organisation
representative was here recently, and she was very impressed with
the SunEden facilities. She did not know
that SunEden accommodates more
people than most of the lodges in the
Dinokeng area and that SunEden has 3
Stars. She was also not aware that we
have a world class Outdoor Pool, a
heated Indoor Pool, 2 Saunas, a
Restaurant, a Shop, a Pub, a Dance
Hall, a Fire Pit, a Game Drive Vehicle, a 9-Hole Golf Course and a
Caravan Park.
Most nudist resorts are described as “rustic”. That is not a good thing. Rustic
implies dilapidated facilities, SunEden is not rustic. We have modern facilities,
including clean bathrooms and showers, and beautiful rental chalets and safari tents.
Did you know that you can book accommodation online? When you visit SunEden, it
isn’t a blast from the past. We are in the 21st century. Wi-Fi? Yes, many of our
accommodation units now have Wi-Fi. Our entertainment is also world class.
Our first Spring Event will be the SeptemBARE Skinny Dip Record Attempt which will
be held at 12:00 midday, on Saturday, 3rd September. All participants can enter as a
Day Visitor at no charge and all participants will receive a Participation Certificate.
On Friday night, 2nd September, Elvis will be the Karaoke DJ. On the Saturday, at
08:00 there will be a Naked 5km Run, at 10:00 there will be a Naked Colour Walk, at
12:00 midday we are hoping for more than 300 naturists to participate in the Skinny
Dip, then at 14:00 there will be a Naked Bike Ride. Jono will entertain us that night at
the Spring Party. On Sunday, 4th September, there will
be a Naked Golf Day, starting at 09:00 at the 9 Hole
Sunlinks Golf Course. There will also be Naked Yoga
and Naked Massages on The Island.
After that, the next BIG Event will be our annual, famous
SunEden Beerfest from 23rd to 25th September. There will
be Draft Beer, Eisbein or half a chicken, Sauerkraut, Bratkartoffelen and great Music
by Jono Johansen. Book your accommodation and German Lunch now with
Monique or Kathy before all the accommodation is fully booked.
The following Month End Party, after the beerfest, will be on the Halloween Weekend
from 28th to 30th October. The Entertainer on the Friday night will be Jono and the DJ
on the Saturday night will be Fanus.
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After that, the CLOTHING OPTIONAL Gin and Jazz Weekend will be from 11th to
13th November. Elvis will be the Karaoke DJ on the Friday night. On the Saturday,
morning at 10:30 the women of Women in Naturism (WIN) will get together in the
Bare Boma and then the Saxophone player, Freddy Voodoo, will entertain us from
12:00 until 16:00 on the Saturday afternoon. On the Saturday night, there will be a
Party in the Main Pub. This is the perfect opportunity to Bring-A-Buddy or a shy
friend who will not need to be nude.
We hope to see you at SunEden soon.
Lofty
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Two brief experiences of Naturism in Sweden.
My wife, Marian and I travelled to southern Sweden in June and July of 2022 to visit
our son who is working and studying at Lund University. While we were there on
what was a normal family holiday, we were fortunate to enjoy a little bit of naturism.
We were there in mid-summer but make no mistake it was not warm. Doing an
online check of the weather, most mid-winter days on the KZN North coast were
warmer than what we were experiencing in mid-summer in Sweden. But we took the
opportunities that presented themselves.
The Scandinavian countries are well known for their Sauna culture and Marian and I
wanted to experience that for ourselves. We boarded the train in Lund for the port
city of Malmö and then took a bus from the central station to Ribersborg, a suburb of
Malmö. Ribersborg kallbadhus is right near the bus stop and after a short walk to the
beach and across a long boardwalk we were in the restaurant of the kallbadhus.
Kallbadhus doesn’t translate to Kaal bad huis, but rather Cold bath house, but it must
be said everyone was kaal. A kind young lady at the counter of the restaurant
welcomed us and politely asked if we knew it was a nude bath house, we gleefully
said we were quite happy with that. Any way we paid our fees, hired some towels
and bought a padlock for the lockers. And then Marian and I went our separate
ways, Marian to the women’s side and me to the men’s. Once through the doors
from the restaurant we were on boardwalks surrounding sea water pools; the men’s
pool on the West side and the women on the East side. Along the board walks were
cubicles where some people changed from their street clothes into their birthday
suits, and then walked down some stairs into the cold North Sea water pools.
We however wanted to sauna, so we passed the
cubicles to the changing rooms at the end of the board
walk, Marian on the ladies’ side and me on the men’s,
invisible to each other. We had conspired in the
restaurant to rendezvous in the mixed sauna, there are
five saunas in the kallbadhus, two for women, two for
men and one mixed. We found the change rooms with
lockers to secure your valuables, undressed and
showered independently and headed for the mixed
sauna. While everyone in Sweden speaks very good
English and help is always given, signage is often in
Swedish only and not always easy to decipher, we both
managed to find the mixed sauna which has two doors, one from the ladies’ side and
one from the men’s. The men and women in the mixed sauna weren’t all couples,
there were pairs of women who were clearly friends on a day out, there were some
single men, some single women and perhaps one other couple like Marian and me.
Nobody seemed to care about why you were in the mixed sauna, if that’s what you
preferred, everyone seemed fine about it. But to be sure Swedes are very quick to
tell you if you do something wrong. While we were in the sauna a foreigner came in
and sat down on the sauna bench without a towel, a Swedish lady told him firmly in
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Swedish and English that he had to sit on a towel, he dashed back to the change
room to get his hired towel and all was calm and peaceful after that.
Water is jetted onto the hot rocks of the sauna stove on a timer,
but there was also a bucket of scented water on hand, and a
Swedish lady consulted with us all if it was okay to scoop some of
that water onto the rocks, we all happily consented and within
seconds a blast of scented superheated steam rose around us
and the sweat poured from our skins, glistening on our naked
bodies. I was a little surprised to note that my African tan wasn’t
the best in the room, tanning salons are popular in Sweden and
people make use of them to get berry brown which looks good
with their blonde hair.
After some time in the sauna, it was time to cool off in the sea water, so Marian I
went our separate ways again, her to the ladies’ sea water pool and me to the men’s.
This was a bit weird, and not really the best part of the experience, and after a skinny
dip to cool down it was back into the sauna to warm up. We then decided it might be
quite nice to meet up in the open ocean at our next skinny dip, so after some
minutes in the sauna we went through the two separate doors and instead of taking
the stairs down into the sea water pools we took the stairs down into the waves, the
men’s and ladies stairs were about a 100m apart, after some swimming and frantic
hand signaling we managed to communicate that this wasn’t going to work, the sea
was too cold, the rocks to slippery and the distance to far to make a success of our
proposed ‘illicit’ tete-a-tete in the ocean so back to the mixed sauna it was. This last
soak in the heat was a nice long one and then we each had
one nice long dip in our single sex pools, our bodies were so
warmed to the core that we each took a long while to cool
down. I got chatting to the bare-bum-on-the-planks
foreigner, who it turns out knew some Nederlands and we
chatted a little in Afrikaans.
Next was a shower and getting dressed and Marian and I
met again on the restaurant deck for a refreshing beer.
We really enjoyed the simple acceptance of social nudity, I
don’t think many of the people using the sauna would
classify themselves as naturists, they were just Swedes who
needed to feel the sun on their skin and enjoy being warm.
The Ribersborg kallbadhus is a municipal owned and run facility, and like all
government facilities in Sweden it was in good repair clean and well run. Imagine if
our municipalities in South Africa could provide facilities for naked recreation and
which worked well and were well used by everyone who wanted to use them. Oh,
and with good, clean, safe, on-time public transport that dropped you at the door of
the naked recreation facility: beyond our wildest dreams perhaps?
Our next naturist experience was at the Skånor Naturist beach, again a short train
and bus ride from our son’s house in Lund. This time our son Jonathan came with
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us. Skånor is a seaside holiday town
outside of Malmö. The Øresund bridge
connects Malmö in Sweden to
Copenhagen in Denmark and is visible in
the picture on the right. We got off the bus
at the supermarket, bought some drinks
and snacks and some delicious
strawberries grown in Scania County
(Skåne in Swedish) and then made our
way to the beach, we turned right and
walked past the textile beach to the naturist beach. There were lots of colorfully
painted little beach huts which it seemed could be hired for the season by holiday
makers. The huts were for changing and where you could keep your stuff locked
safely away, though that seems a little unnecessary; petty crime in most parts of
Sweden is almost unknown. We saw a very expensive pair of motorcycling boots
standing next to a large and fancy motorbike in the morning and they were still there
in the afternoon when we walked back after our skinny dip.
There was also a clean and well-maintained public toilet for the naturists at the end
of the boardwalk.
The beach was not wide, but
there was enough place for
everyone. On the beach I saw a
couple with pre-teen son who
were all enjoying the sun, playing
Frisbee and swimming just like
normal people, next to us there
was a single woman in her 40s or
50s, there were young couples
and some single men. But the most common demographic was of course the mid50s couples. Our son wasn’t the only mid 20s person on the beach. So, while
naturism does attract us mid-fifties types in Sweden there is a wider representation
than what we see in SA.
We liked that the beach was an official naturist beach, and we didn’t have to worry
that someone might be offended that there were naked people on the beach and it
was also nice that it was well used by lots of bathers.
As my son says if only they could move the Swedes to a warm country that would be
an ideal place to live; the Swedes are very organized, they run things well and enjoy
being naked without making a fuss about it, but their weather is really bad, even in
summer.
Wayne Jayes
Chairman, KNZZA
July 2022
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Soup and Sherry at Lyttel Gold Circle
With everyone asking: “Where is the delete winter button?”
GNA decided to make the most of the cold and sponsored a
Soup and Sherry day at Lyttel Gold Circle. Our hosts pulled
out all the stops and when we arrived the fire was already
burning and hardly any cold was felt. We huddled inside and
had some sherry to ward off the worst of the chill.
By lunchtime all our members had arrived and some hearty soups were warmed up
to cater for all the tastes. Freshly baked french rolls were served with butter and we
had quite the feast. In the end the weather played along and we had a beautiful clear
winter’s day, so much so that everyone ended up outside soaking up the beautiful
rays of sunlight.
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GNA strive to support all of our resorts.
We have a Movies Night @ The Fireplace at Bird of Paradise every last Saturday of
the month. We look for movies related to Naturism but also for our members to relax
and enjoy. When last could you enjoy a movie as a Naturist together with fellow
Naturists? We wanted to create this environment for our members and at the same
time promote one of the resorts.

We choose a Naturist movie one month and serve popcorn and smarties, and in
winter we serve hot chocolate & little marshmallows, all snugged up at the Fireplace,
enjoying a relaxed time together. The alternate month we watch a Comedy together
with the same winning recipe of snacks and hot chocolate, sponsored by GNA.
Our members love these evenings, and they look forward to seeing what we have in
store for them every month. Non-members are also very welcome, it is open for
everyone, and we love to share the love, fireplace and snacks.
I want to extend an open invitation to all SANNA members to join us for a movie
night, you are always welcome to join us for the fun. The movies and snacks will be
there every last Saturday evening of the month at Bird of Paradise. We will keep the
fires going, remember to book with Dave Neeb.
Kind regards
Elna McKenzie
GNA Vice Chairperson

“My parents were free about nudity, and we are too. I’d like our children to feel
unashamed of whatever shape they are. People should worry about other things.” ~
Heidi Klum
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Eastern Cape Naturist “Christmas in July”

It’s usually a bit too cold for the beach here during the winter months, but we decided
that it would be a great idea to celebrate “Christmas in July” together. Henk invited
us to use the Grootendorst Holiday Home as a suitable venue and ensured that both
the indoor and outside braai fires were lit to keep things cozy. There were also gas
heaters on hand.
It wasn’t actually too chilly, and we were able to use the patio and outside area to
mingle. The Jacuzzi was well used, and one brave soul even had a brief dip in the
pool (very brief, and then straight into the Jacuzzi!)
Everyone had brought a contribution to the wonderful meal, a full-on Christmas lunch
with all the trimmings. We all tucked in and the appetites were well satisfied with the
tasty food (and the pudding.)
The Eastern Cape Beach Group celebrating Christmas in July.
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MY FIRST TIME NATURIST EXPERIENCE
Suffice it to say, being a mature fuller figured woman going naked in public was NOT
an option, it was bad enough in my bedroom walking past the mirror.
Fast forward to meeting the most amazing man who at our 1st coffee meet casually
dropped into conversation that he is a naturist – well yes of course we all love nature
– mmmmm, no, the naked kind of naturist. Needless to say, the words that came
out of my mouth are not printable and it was a definite ‘you must be crazy moment’ –
‘not in my lifetime’ I said (shouted more likely).
He calmly tried to explain what naturism is all about but needless to say it fell on deaf
ears as the walking past the mirror image, was still firmly etched in my mind…but I
proceeded to hear him out, smile and wave and wish him all the fun on his naturist
endeavours…see you on your return.
Several coffee meets later and casual mentions of naturism, I was sent a message
asking if a certain lady could call me and chat to me about naturism, as by then he
realised that no matter what he had to say on the matter it was not going to convince
me. At this stage he had planned a weekend away at Bird of Paradise.
The lady in question duly called me to chat and not once did I feel any pressure but
was also reassured that no matter your shape, size or age, no one actually even
looks or notices…yea right…anyway…I felt comfortable after the chat and messaged
my long suffering and patient now boyfriend and all I said was ‘do you have enough
food for 2?’. Needless to say, he was stunned but happy that I had decided to give
this a go.
Roll on Friday afternoon and with much trepidation we set off for BOP…me
indicating that copious amounts of alcohol would be required to facilitate the removal
of clothing…at this stage if I was leg-less I wouldn’t notice I was ‘clothes-less’.
We arrived at BOP to be met by Dave who opened the gate so we could bring our
trailer in. Dave of course being stark naked…the words out of my mouth were
@$$#@ no way - I wanted to go home. Said boyfriend smiled calmly, stopped the
car and proceeded to pour the required stiff drink…many more to follow…. I took my
chair and hid behind the trailer whilst he proceeded to set up camp. 1 st drink
downed, he came around the corner and I had removed offending garments, but was
still sitting hunched up in my chair behind the trailer … next drink please…
A couple of drinks later the camp was set up and it was time to face the music or
should I say the fellow naturists who were already comfortably ensconced around
the fire pit. It was chilly by this time, so I was able to arrive in all my glory fully
covered by my gown. Introductions were made and a very warm welcome was
extended. Needless to say, it wasn’t long and off came the gown as I felt so
comfortable, and nobody even blinked an eye.
What an amazing weekend and so liberating. The other plus, being my own positive
body image as nobody judged or made me feel uncomfortable. And the very next
weekend I had my 1st trip to Sun Eden – what an amazing time.
If you are having doubts about embracing this lifestyle – just come and try it – I did
and I haven’t looked back. I have been privileged to visit the other resorts and have
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met the most amazing and friendly people, no hang-ups, real people who accept
everyone as is and just enjoy life.
The worst was at the end of the weekend I was not happy to have to get dressed
and come home. I look forward to many more naturist getaways – cannot imagine
going anywhere else for a getaway break that is so relaxing and freeing.
Gail
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GNA BASH

Well ... It was that time of the year again, the GNA bash! We decided to keep it a bit
smaller than previous years, with our 10th Birthday coming up next year, we needed to
keep a little bit of reserve in the bank as it is going to be a big celebration.
Some pen was put to paper and the idea of a Firebird Festival was born. Naturally you
cannot have a party without a showstopper and Nico was put to work building a
structure for our festival. The venue was Kiepersolkloof Nature Reserve and they
pulled out all the stops to welcome all our members with open arms. On Friday 05
August, Magda waited at the gate with some Old Brown Sherry to get the campers in
the mood and quickly Kiepersolkloof was transformed into a buzzing campsite. Our
catering team prepared a feast for the bring and braai, and while the fires were getting
ready a quick moonlight walk was done. We all followed a trail of fairy lights and when
we reached the turn-around point we were greeted with some warming OBS. The stars
and moonlight were too beautiful in the crisp open air, not something you would see in
the hustle and bustle of the camp area.

We put up lights everywhere!

Saturday morning was greeted with a steaming cup of Kondensmelk Coffee, I mean
when was the last time you indulged in such sweet delight? Our members were gifted
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a beautiful branded coffee mug just right for that, and by the time everyone was up
and about, a nature walk through the reserve was ready to get going. The rest of the
day was spent chatting to old and new friends and laughter could be heard
everywhere. We even had some Firebird cocktails on sale and those were met with
lots of enthusiasm. By early afternoon we could smell the spit braai starting up and the
men were busy getting a TV set up for the All Black rugby game. Lucky for us the
Bokke did extremely well and there were no long faces after the game. Dinner was
served, and what a magnificent meal we had. Pieter took so much care of the spit
braai and although we were in the bush we ate like Kings and Queens.

Beautifully branded GNA coffee
mugs were gifted to the bash
attendees

Our catering team hard at work!

With heavy darkness settling over Kiepersolkloof, we got ready to light the Firebird. It
was super exciting to wait for the flames to start licking the structure and within minutes
we had a magnificent display of fire. The flames danced up to the sky and the moon
smiled down on us, it really looked beautiful. Our bodies warmed up and no one
noticed the crisp night air, smiles all around. After the flames died down our bird was
a nest of glowing coals and we continued to chat well into the night.

At 2,5 metres tall the flames leapt high into the night sky
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On behalf of GNA I would like to thank Kiepersolkloof Nature Reserve who was so
fantastically represented by Magda and Jan for their help in preparing the camp area,
for those who have not visited Kiepersolkloof , do yourself a favour, go there, it is well
worth the visit. Thanks to the GNA Manco for bringing it all together and to all who
attended, without you it wouldn’t have been a success! It was once again a testimony
that it is well worth it for GNA members to attend events, your membership fees go a
long way in making it all possible.
Our Bash weekend plans

And the moon looked down and smiled ...

Emelia Fourie
GNA Chairlady
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Potjie Kos Competition at Bird of Paradise
Bird of Paradise have a yearly potjiekos competition, this year I decided to take part
in it on behalf of GNA. What an awesome day. I loved the preparation and
interaction with other members of GNA. One member even wanted to sponsor the
oxtail. I asked him to keep it for another time, thank you Piet.
The competition involved presentation, cooking of your choice pot you wanted to
make and side dishes.
We decided on good old fashion oxtail and souskluitjies. All prep work done the
week before, shopping for the presentation, even a bottle of South African Mampoer.
We went to Bird of paradise the Friday afternoon.
Early Saturday morning we all started with our preparations, the men made the fire,
women were busy with getting the meat done. The atmosphere was so good, we all
laughed and keep on peeping into each other’s pots.
But one couple was still sleeping…. Oh my, will they be able to get done in time?
Only time can tell. Then the rumours start, they are making a biltong and pasta
potjie, someone stole their biltong, oh no and you are still sleeping. When they were
awake by 10…. Reon realized no biltong!!!! San was in a state, and Reon ran off to
the shops to get more biltong.
Melody and Herman were cooking up a storm and baking bread, the competition was
tough, another couple not sure of their names, where busy with a lamb curry pot.
Last minute, I must admit rather a bit late, Henry and I decided to bake bread. You
never do this in a competition, planning and preparation is key.
The atmosphere was so good as all participants were joking with each other, the
guests were looking over our shoulders in the pots to see what each one was doing.
Eventually it was time to present and dish up. All participants had to vote and judge
each other.
Tables and presentations done, this is nerve wracking, Dave, Deon and the two
other judges came to look, taste and judge. Then all the guests could dig in and eat
the lovely spread prepared for them.
The afternoon at four Dave and Deon came out to make the announcement. WOW
my nerves, Herman & Mel were first, the GNA team came second. Even though
Dave and Deon’s two doggies ate their biltong, Reon and San’s biltong and pasta
potjie came third.
What an awesome day and experience, but one thing I can say, watch this space
Mel & Herman, GNA will be back next year.
Oh yes, my bread, …. it was eaten much later, and everyone loved it but alas it was
too late for the competition which maybe cost GNA the first place, who knows? The
bottom line is that it was a lot of fun.
Thank you to our hosts Dave & Deon from Bird of Paradise, you guys are the best.
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Mel & Herman’s table

Henry & Elna’s table
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Women in Naturism
SANNA in conjunction with Gauteng Naturist Association (GNA) and KwaZulu Natal
Naturist Association (KZNNA) has re-launched the Women in Naturism programme.
This programme will strive to motivate, encourage and equip ladies to be confident
and happy in the naturist lifestyle.
We will have open hearted discussions around the issues that women might feel
exist, and the aim is to grow the female contingency in South African naturism. Too
often ladies think that they might feel vulnerable or shy, but WIN’s aim is to put their
minds at ease and help promote body positivity and confidence.
Our first event will be held at SunEden on the 12th of November 2022 and that
weekend is a CLOTHING OPTIONAL WEEKEND which means that nobody needs
to be nude. We hope to see all the ladies there. The more the merrier and we would
love to meet all of you, and if you can bring a friend that would be even better.

Yours in naturism
Lana , Amanda , Elna and Emelia
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WOMEN IN NATURISM - SOUTH AFRICA
Women in Naturism South Africa is an ongoing initiative backed by SANNA to try
and attract more women into Naturism and to help build body confidence.
What do we hope to achieve?
Helping more women to discover the life-affirming, exhilarating feelings of social
nudity - and great community and social life that accompanies them.
Improving awareness of the negative effects of societal pressure on women to
conform to a particular type of body shape and appearance.
Providing mutual support to help women be happier and more confident about their
bodies.
How can you help?
Women talking to women is best. If you are already a Woman in Naturism please
consider getting in touch (WINSA@sanna.org.za) and becoming part of the network.
We’d also love to hear your story - please think about writing it down and sending it
in.
Stay Good Stay Nude
Women in Naturism
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Kiepersolkloof
Kiepersolkloof was fortunate to host the GNA FireBird Festival weekend which was
from
05 August to 9 August.
The moment we went through the gates we were greeted with old brown cherry by
Magda. Arriving at the camping area it was time for a WELKOM Koekie with Henry
and Elna and to top it all, a very special Firebird Gift - That is when it hit me.....this is
family, these are friends with the same interest and common denominator called
Naturism.
The camping area was filled with tents, caravans and of course the laughter of
friends and family.
The whole area was decorated with fairy lights and in the evenings, it turned into a
magical place under the African sky.
Saturday afternoon we had to make a quick plan to watch the rugby and thanks to
Derek Le Roux that climbed on the roof, setup the dish and lay cables all within an
hour just to make sure we did not miss a thing. And then of course the Boks win - Oh
man the atmosphere was electric.
The "Firebird" was the centre piece for the weekend and the highlight was when Nico
set it all alight on Saturday evening - what an amazing sight to see and then his own
BIG personal surprise. Nico you know how to put the cherry on the cake - Well done
- wish you and Mila all the best for the future and thanks that you chose
Kiepersolkloof for this special occasion.
Ooops, almost forgot THE FOOD ........wow wow wow...... Pieter Jy Mag maar!!!!!!!!!
Kiepersolkloof would like to thank the management team of GNA for all the
arrangements / decor and fun we had over the long weekend. Special mention must
be made of Nico, Mila, Henry and Elna - you guys ROCK!!!!
The weather was amazing and really contributed to the harmony of Kiepersolkloof.
We had a lovely time and made amazing great new naturist Friends. Till next
time......
Take Care and Stay Bare
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We’re Naked. You’re Afraid! WHY
is that?
•

by MEANDERING NATURISTS
POSTED ON AUGUST 13, 2022

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among
these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.
US DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
In response to a writing prompt on Medium, I’ve been working on a piece about a
road trip I took last summer from New Jersey to California, then back again, with
stops at naturist places along the way. I’ve recently been added as a writer for a
publication called Globetrotters, where people write about their travel
experiences all over the world.
Not terribly surprising, then, that the Meandering Naturist likes to write about
clothes-free travel. To me, the keyword is travel. But I sometimes wonder if a
potential reader is put off by the implication that at least at some point in the story,
they’re going to encounter nudity! If only in plain black and white print.
Despite the fact that social mores have shifted so dramatically over the course of
my lifetime, people continue to stigmatize the idea that ordinary people would want
to go to a place where they would swim and chill out by the pool without a bathing
suit. WHY does that freak people out? We all see nudity, real or implied, in
television and advertising every day. Is it a hygiene thing? For the record, naturists
tend to be the cleanest and most respectful people we’ve ever known in that
regard. Not only are they fastidious about sitting on towels, but they even wash
their hands in the public restroom!
Maybe it’s the sexuality piece as if exposing one’s genitalia could lead to one, and
one thing only – some wild bacchanalia next to the pool. Those places certainly
exist, but that’s not our cup of tea. But even if it were, WHY do people even care
about that? People make all sorts of decisions as to how they live their lives, in the
bedroom and beyond. I wrote a long post a couple of years ago about my
consternation regarding the irony of people who get hung up about non-sexual
nudity when most young adults are very much at ease with casual sex. So, what,
then is all the stigma about?
As I write this, we’re staying at a lovely resort on the island of Mallorca that caters
to clients in our exact demographic. Adult couples, nearing or maybe just beyond
middle age, all of whom share a propensity to enjoy poolside time devoid of
swimwear, in a non-sexual environment.
(TL;DR – We’re at a naturist resort!)
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As my wife and I were out on our morning (clothed) trek through the adjoining
farmland, we got to talking about the story we hear again and again from people
we’ve met here – and other naturist places – over the years. As we lead out, the
conversation typically goes something like this…
“Do your children know you’re here?” We ask.
“Well… they know we’re on a Spanish Island,” or “They know we’re on Mallorca,
but they don’t know everyone is naked.”
“How about your friends.”
“Oh a few of them know, but this is simply a part of our lives we don’t care to share
with the folks at home. ‘Just not sure they’ll understand.”
“Huh.”

Sometimes, I sit and think…

It might be worthwhile to note that at least this time, at this place, we’re the only
ones here from North America. There are several folks from Denmark, a couple
from Germany, another from Belgium, and quite a few Brits.
Statistically, we should be the prudish ones. Scandinavians are especially well
known for their nonchalant attitudes about nudity, but when it comes to telling your
grown children and colleagues you go on nakation, everyone gets a bit
squeamish.
Our children most definitely know where we are. We had a video call with one of
them yesterday, and his sister has stayed with us here in the past. And all three
kids used to go on annual nakations with us in France and Croatia when they were
young. They loved it.
That piece, alone, seems to be a significant part of the puzzle. Many people don’t
take the leap into social nudity until later in life when the kids are grown and gone.
Maybe it happens by chance at a nude beach in France or an all-inclusive resort in
the Caribbean. Then they realize they like it and start seeking out opportunities t o
re-create the sensation and freedom that is inherent of naturism.
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But as time goes on, now you’ve amassed several nakations that you weren’t
completely forthright about when sharing with your friends and relatives – and
you’re stuck. If you’re going to tell the entire story, – the whole naked truth – you may
have to back up five, or ten, or twenty years.

“Mom!!!??!! Why didn’t you tell me that you and dad run around Europe in the
buff??!!”
The stigma becomes more about not coming clean in the first place than it does
the nudity, itself.
If you’re a regular reader of my blog, you may have followed the story of how my
wife and I officially came out to my colleagues and students about six months ago
after rumors started spinning around the workplace about our preferences for
summer travel. Ironically, most everybody already knew that we go on clothes-free
vacations, but the real news story turned out to be that we hadn’t addressed it with
candor in a forthright manner. As one of my students would later say, “It was one
of the worst-kept secrets everyone knew about you.”
There are two recurring themes I find intriguing in this discussion, if not outright
frightening.
1. Why are people so hell-bent on passing judgment about other people’s
personal lives? From the unsettling debates about the SCOTUS overturn
of Roe vs. Wade, to the fiery arguments at school board meetings all over the
country about what goes in a textbook, I don’t recall a time when people have
been so eager to make moral and ethical decisions about what’s good for
humans other than themselves.
2. And exactly what are people who don’t hold my particular value system
afraid of? Said another way, why on earth should anybody care whether I go
to nude beaches or not? Is it simply that you think all nudists are
exhibitionists, and you’ve reduced us in your mind to being some kind of
sexual predators? I’ve met a lot of creepy people over my lifespan, and per
capita, I’m here to tell you, very few of them were naturists.
Which brings us to the frightening part. With the rise of populist movements over
deeply divisive issues, it has become less and less en vogue for people to see
things from an opposing perspective. Instead, we just jump to conclusions
that these kind of people vote for those kind of politicians. People who are
religious support certain kinds of social reform. People who live in cities think
such-and-such about people who live on farms. The list goes on and on, but at the
end of the day, it’s reflective of an ideology where people have grown intolerant
of individual differences while doubling down on gross generalizations as to
another person’s values and identity. That’s dangerous stuff.
So, I repeat. What is it about nudity that scares the hell out of people?
Impassioned advocates just lost a battle over a topless beach in Maryland where
children might have been exposed to women’s breasts. And the imminent damage
in the wake of breast exposure would be…?
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Or how about this? Those little cubicles turning up in major airports where women
can “hide” to breastfeed a child? Is feeding your child really perpetuating the
collapse of morality and decency as we know it?
Don’t we have more serious things to worry about? Like guns? And schools? And
civil rights?
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that
they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that
among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.
Wow. Do we though?
I’m hoping this post may elicit some comments from readers who can help
me, and other readers, understand where we fell off the rails in the journey
toward Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.
I’ll be waiting by the pool. Naked.
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5 Ways to Tell Family and
Friends you are a Nudist
By Marc
August 8, 2022

Photo by fauxels on Pexels.com

For many nudists, nudism is a personal activity. Not because they would not want to
share it, but because it’s frowned upon by their family and friends. So they think. If
it’s true in some cases, it’s a fantasy most of the time. Why, because my experience
has shown that most people don’t care at worst, are curious at best. If you don’t
know how to come out as a nudist, you will find below 5 tips to help you go over your
fear and be open about the fact that you’re a nudist.
Before jumping into those tips, I want to clarify a few points. Being open about
nudism is not being loud about it. It’s not about flaunting around and post nude pics
on social networks. Being open about nudism is about not hiding it, while not
imposing it to others that may make them feel uncomfortable. Having said this, each
and every nudist live her or his nudism her or his way. However, if you’re shy about it
and don’t know how to share it with friends and family, you may find this post useful
to be aligned with your values and be at peace with yourself.
Have Nudist Books and Magazines
Not sure about where to find nudist books and magazines? Have a look at our books
page. It’s far from being comprehensive, but a more comprehensive list can be found
on Paul’s site here, probably the most comprehensive list of a naturist library. As you
can see, there’s a ton of books and many magazines on nudism and naturism. Some
will cover some aspects of nudism, some are broader in their perspective. The cool
thing is that there’s enough material on nudism to read for weeks.
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The other cool thing is there are a lot of books to introduce the topic of nudism to
others. Here are a few examples:

If you can, have a paperback or hardcover of some and lend them to your friends
and family when they ask about naturism and nudism, or when they find them in your
library. The same applies to magazines. There are fewer of them but here are a few
examples available:

Subscribe to one or two of those magazines. Not only will you read about nudism
and naturism, enhancing your journey in the lifestyle, it will be a great gateway into it
for your friends who will flip through some issues that you’ll have left on your coffee
table. For some people visiting you, it will be a surprise that will lead to question you
whether you’re a naturist/nudist.

Don’t Deny
If asked if you’re a naturist/nudist, just say yes and ask why she/he asked? It’s a
great icebreaker that allows to not only start talking about naturism and nudism, but
also leads to enlisting a new naturist/nudist. I also believe in radical honesty as being
the ultimate way to get a balanced life, surrounded by supporting friends and family
members. People who really love you will accept you as you are, nudist or not.
Undeniably, naturism and nudism are not always well understood and can be
misinterpreted. This may lead to adverse consequences, and this means you may
need to be cautious about whom to share that you’re a nudist. However, I make a
difference between being a nudist and not hiding it and posting naked picture all over
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social networks. You may shoot yourself in the foot in doing so. This is your own
choice, however, and you need to understand the potential consequences.

Photo by Laker

I know a lot of nudists who don’t share all over the place they are nudists, as they
are seeking to draw attention on themselves, but remains committed nudists who live
their life on their own terms. If you want to live an open and balanced life, be true to
yourself and decide if being loud is true to you.

Share Your Holidays
Holidays make a great topic among friends. Where you went, what you saw and
experienced, etc. When ask where you went for holidays, share casually the location
and that you had a blast. If you have pictures, show them. But what if those pictures
show you naked? I would advise that you warn the people that you’re showing your
pictures to that they contain nudity as you’re a naturist.
Most textiles will be surprised. However, if they accept to watch your pictures, they
will also be surprised by the fact that nudity is casual and not the way they thought,
meaning sexual. Nudist holiday pictures totally demystify nudism and naturism. They
show that nudity is not the end but the means. They show that nudity is actually
forgotten as it’s not the centre of your attention. They show that nudity is natural and
normal.
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Of course, you may not be ready to show naked pictures, which I totally understand.
However, don’t hide you had naturist holidays in a naturist camp park or resort. For
many people, naturism rhymes with holidays and textiles will more easily understand
that you had naturist holidays. It’s a great segway to acknowledge that you’re a
naturist, explain what naturism is and invite your discussion partner to discover
naturism.

Ask for Permission
Have you found yourself at a friend’s or familiar place where you could really be
naked if it were possible? Did you ask for permission to get naked, for instance to
jump into the pool? If not, why? Where you afraid of what your friends would have
thought? Think twice! Nudity is possible in more situations we imagine and is, more
often than not, separated from a clothed situation by asking if you could be naked…
It may sound controversial, but it’s far from it. As I put nudism as an important item
for my life balance, I grab any potential opportunity to be naked. At a friend’s place
for a barbecue on a summer day, I ask if nobody is distressed if I’m naked. Going to
the beach with friends, I propose that we go to a nude beach. Invited to a hike with
friends, I ask if everybody’s okay with me hiking naked.

Photo by Markus Winkler

All those situations happened, and I could enjoy nudity with clothed encounters. This
leads to great conversations about nudism, naturism and social nudity. The first few
times you find the courage to ask for permission can be nerve wrecking, then it
becomes a second nature. I sometimes get a polite no, mainly because of the
presence of children. I agree and go into a discussion about nudism and how it helps
kids and adults balance better the relationship they have with their body. The worst
that can really happen when asking for permission to go naked is to receive a no. As
I shared, it still provides a great opportunity to have a conversation about nudism
and social nudity. My experience though has taught me that you’ll receive a yes in a
majority of cases and will be joined by one or two other people who did not find the
courage or did not think about asking. As a famous sports brand says, just do it!
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Hang Naturist Photos
If you like to put photos that you like on display, I encourage you not to discard
naturist photos because they show naked people. Many naturists hesitate to hang
naked photos or include them in photo albums. Don’t hesitate, include them. When
you’re naked with friends and family, on holiday, at the beach or at home, you don’t
hesitate and live your nudist life. Do the same with the pictures you’re taking.
As nudists, we all know there’s nothing wrong with naturism and being naked with
others in casual and social settings. We need to stand by this idea by considering
our own naturist photos as normal, casual and show able. Don’t get me wrong here.
It’s not about posting them all over the internet. Some people do and it’s good for
them. Some people don’t and it’s good for them either. However, there’s a middle
ground which is to consider that if your photos are not public to the point of sharing
them with millions of strangers, they can be semi-private by sharing them with
friends and family.

Photo by Lisa Fotios

Hanging naturist photos kill two birds with one stone: They help share that you’re a
naturist and they demystify naturism and casual nudity. This is exactly what many
naturists want: that people, textiles, consider naturism as normal and acceptable,
which I believe should be, as we should never have demonised our own body. As if
seeing naked individuals could harm others.
I know that sharing with others that you’re a naturist can be nerve wrecking. We ask
ourselves many questions: how people will react? Will they reject us? What will they
think of us? etc. The reality is that a vast majority of people will just shrug, and some
will be puzzled and ask question. In the end, I have a very simple philosophy about
the people I want to interact with: if they love you really, they will accept you, naturist
or not. It may seem simple, but life is complex enough to make it more complex with
difficult decisions. If you love naturism, just live it and don’t bother what others will
think or say about it.
Strip Naked, Stay Naked, Live Naked and Share the Naked Love!
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NAKED AND HAPPY

10 reasons to be naked socially
Posted on 10 March 2015 by Marc

Originally published on the NOOK, the Naturist social network

You can be a nudist alone in your home or you can become a social nudist who is
nude with others, nude or not. Social nudity is shared by millions of nudists
worldwide, whether at home with friends, on a beach, in a nudist resort or camping,
in nature while hiking, or just anywhere it’s not illegal to be nude. Here are the 10
reasons I believe are good for anybody to be nude socially.
1. We are all the same
Yes, some are thin, some are fat, some are small, some are big, etc. But in the end,
we are all human beings and we have been made on the same mould. So, nothing to
be scared about. You will notice nobody stares at you, and if it happens, ignore it. If
it’s an insisting look, you may want to ask the person to stop but at the exception of
voyeurs, just ignore them and enjoy your nakedness.
2. There is no judgment on how you are clothed
Brands are no longer useful to state who you are since you are naked. You may
judge people by who they are not by what they wear. Some will use jewelry to
enhance their naked bodies or will display tattoos. If that’s good for them and they
are comfortable with them, then it’s cool by me.
3. Most nudists are friendly
Nudists are generally friendly with other nudists as they share this passion of being
naked. Yes, this is a passion. Nudists love being naked and generally find all
occasions to undress, finding like-minded people. Of course, you cannot be friend
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with everybody, and that’s ok. Nudists are normal human being with different tastes,
just one taste in common: nakedness!
4. It breaks all social barriers
There are no CEOs or unemployed people, there are only nudists, whoever they are
in the textile world. And this is one of the coolest things. Nudity tears down all social
barriers. Go to a nudist resort and you will meet tons of friendly people, and you will
eventually discover very diverse jobs that may not have bumped into each other in
any other setup.
5. Nude is beautiful
Non nudists find bodies awful and tend to see others with their flaws. A nudist is well
in his or her body and believes other nudists feel the same. Therefore, all bodies are
beautiful. This is one of the things I enjoy with nudists gathering. No piece of
garments to show off, just our beautiful bodies we show the world.
6. It allows to discover new friends
When you are a nudist, you love being nude, but not everybody is a nudist. By
meeting other nudists, you increase the number of nudist friends with which you
have more opportunities to be nude. This is the creation of a virtuous circle: the more
nudist friends, the more opportunities to be nude.
7. You get no tan lines
When you go to the nude beach or to a nude resort, you can stay nude all day and
avoid those horrible tan lines. Beautiful all-over tanned people.
8. Do all your preferred activities with a total body freedom
You can play tennis, go to the pool, cook, read, etc. without having to think about
what’s you are going to wear. It’s easy, nothing! Stay as you are (as long as it is not
cold, nor dangerous), since most activities can be done nude.
9. It’s natural
Being nude is natural. It’s living in our body without constraints. Nude is natural, it’s
religious and social believes that has demonized our bodies and our commercial
society that has sexualized it. Being nude is just living our life in our best suit: our
birthday suit!
10. It’s fun
As nudists are friendly people, you do more fun activities and share great moments.
My time is never dull at the nudist resort.
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